CHISOLM ‘72 UNBOUGHT & UNBOSSED: FILMMAKER DISCUSSION

Hear from writer and director Shola Lynch, who also serves as curator of the Moving Image & Recorded Sound division of the NYPL’s Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, in conversation with Houston Cinema Arts Artistic Director, Jessica Green. Presented as part of the MFAH’s “Soul of a Nation: Art in the Age of Black Power” exhibition and the Suffrage Centennial Book Club.
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CHISOLM’72: UNBOUGHT & UNBOSSED

(Directed by Shola Lynch, 2004, 76 min).

This compelling documentary takes an in-depth look at the 1972 presidential campaign of Shirley Chisholm, the first Black woman elected to Congress and the first to seek nomination for the highest office in the land.

Part of the Soul of a Nation: Art in the Age of Black Power exhibit.
www.mfah.org/SoulofaNation